
Electric shaver  Kensen 06-KWFS31-0GA Ref: 6953156301542
Golarka elektryczna Kensen 06-KWFS31-0GA

Electric Shaver Kensen 06-KWFS31-0GA
Discover  the  modern  solution  in  men's  grooming  -  the  Kensen  06-KWFS31-0GA  electric  shaver.  This  advanced  product  combines
performance,  precision,  and  user  convenience.  With  its  innovative  LED  display,  intuitive  functions,  and  adaptive  shaving  technology,
Kensen offers not only a fast but also a comfortable shaving experience.
 
LED Display and Battery Control
The Kensen shaver is equipped with a clear LED display that provides information about the battery status, charging process, and travel
lock  activation.  The  low  battery  reminder  function  prevents  unexpected  interruptions  during  shaving,  ensuring  continuous  and
convenient use.
 
Waterproof and Easy to Clean
Model 06-KWFS31-0GA is characterized by IPX6 waterproofing, allowing easy cleaning of the shaver under running water without the risk
of damage. This not only enhances the device's hygiene but also greatly simplifies its daily maintenance.
 
Adaptation to Facial Hair
The shaver has two rotation speeds - 7500RPM for thinner facial hair and 8600RPM for denser growth, allowing for precise customization
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to individual needs. This solution guarantees efficient and precise shaving regardless of the type of facial hair.
 
Floating Blade Head
The innovative floating blade head perfectly conforms to the contours of the face, ensuring precise and gentle shaving. This technology
minimizes the risk of irritation while ensuring the thorough removal of hair, even in hard-to-reach areas.
 
Efficiency and Quiet Operation
Model Kensen 06-KWFS31-0GA offers up to 90 minutes of operation on a single charge, which is sufficient even for the most demanding
users. Additionally, the shaver operates with a noise level of only 55dB, ensuring a comfortable and quiet experience.
 
Package Contents:
Shaver x 1 
Case x 1 
USB Cable x 1 
Cleaning Brush x 1 
 
Specifications:
Brand
Kensen
Model
06-KWFS31-0GA
Battery Life
90 minutes
Charging Time
120 minutes
Noise Level
55dB
Waterproof
IPX6
Rotations Per Minute
7500RPM, 8600RPM

Price:

€ 34.00
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